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Urban space and climate: Introduction to the Special Issue
Miroslav VYSOUDIL a *
An urban climate refers to the fact that atmospheric
conditions tend to be different in a city compared to the
surrounding rural environment. In addition, urban areas
constitute those locations most at risk among those affected
by potential global climate changes. Studies concerning the
impact of global changes on the local climates of cities are
of great significance for the health and wellbeing of urban
residents. In contrast to the cities of Western Europe,
however, urban areas in Central Europe developed in a
significantly different way after World War II because of
political and economic conditions. Urban structures, then,
also tend to be different, and urban climate studies must
include those specific features.
This Special Issue of the Moravian Geographical Reports
(MGR) includes selected, revised and updated original papers
by climatologists and related scientists from the Central
European region. Considering the broader geographic focus
of the MGR, this issue includes works dealing with urban
climate studies from several perspectives, including spatial
aspects. The purpose of these introductory remarks is to
contextualize this research area in general terms, opening
up the field for the reader.
An urban area is a specific geographic space exhibiting
many features, including the regime of most meteorological
elements and climatic characteristics. According to
Landsberg (1981), an urban area, in comparison with a
suburban one, is mainly characterised by the following
factors: a lower average wind speed; higher daily and
annual average air temperatures; lower relative humidity;
reduced visibility; a higher value of air pollution because of
higher emissions of air pollutants; a reduced value of solar
radiation; a higher value of cloudiness; a higher value of total
precipitation; an increased frequency of storms; a higher
frequency of fog in winter; and a shorter heating season.
These differences manifest themselves most clearly in
cities with more than one million inhabitants, but they have
also been demonstrated in the smaller towns that are typical
of Central Europe (Beranová and Huth, 2006; Bottyán
et al., 2005; Bokwa, 2011; Dobrovolný et al., 2012; Unger
et al., 2001; Vysoudil et al., 2012). The specific character of
the urban climate is also influenced by other more general
factors. According to Oke (1981), the most important
factors include the thermal and radiation properties of
active surfaces, their mostly impermeable character, the
geometrical arrangement of active surfaces, waste heat
production and pollution of the urban atmosphere.
The study of urban climates is a relatively ‘young’ field,
about two hundred years old. The scientific basis of studies
of the climate in cities was established by an English
chemist and meteorologist, Luke Howard (1772–1864),
who sorted the records of meteorological measurements
in London for the period 1797–1831 and in 1833 published
the results in his book "Climate of London Deduced
from Meteorological Observation" (Howard, 1833). With
a
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respect to the further development of urban climatology,
it was essential that Howard did not confine himself to
monitoring the temperature conditions of London itself,
but also observed any differences in comparison with its
surroundings. The importance of Howard’s contribution
to studies of urban climate was emphasised by the Second
Edition of his publication by the International Association
for Urban Climate (Howard, 2007). The work of Luke
Howard has a special place in the history of the field
because he was the first to recognise the existence of urban
heat islands (UHI) and because his analysis proved to be
so prescient. His theory of the manifestations of a warmer
urban climate still remains valid today, and Howard is
therefore rightly regarded as the principal founder of
urban climatology.
The dynamic development of urban climate studies from
the mid-20th century to the present day has been influenced
not only by the development of measurement techniques
and statistical and mathematical-physical methods of
research, but also by the gradual development of space
technology, GIS methods and information technologies in
general. The attention of scientists has gradually shifted to
the study of all meteorological elements and meteorological
processes responsible for the formation and character of the
urban climate.
The studies of urban climate from the mid-20th century
to the present can be characterised in a broad fashion in the
following stages:
•

1960s: employment of statistical methods to test
hypotheses, moving towards an energy budget approach
and explanations;

•

1970s: application of computer techniques in modelling,
observations of energy fluxes, a more rigorous definition
of the urban "surface", urban scales and observing
urban effects;

•

1980s: adoption of common urban forms for modelling
and measurement, the use of so-called physical models,
measurement of fluxes in different cities;

•

1990s: establishing relationships between urban forms
and their climatic effects, urban field projects examined
by research teams; and

•

2000s+: improved models of urban geometry, increased
links between modelling and measurement programs.

The most distinctive contributor to urban climatology
in second half of 20th century is probably the Canadian
climatologist T. R. Oke, who extended the traditional
descriptive approach of studies of urban climate to encompass
studies of the actual climate-forming processes characteristic
of urban areas, and further outlined directions leading to
more efficient urban climate research (Oke, 2006a, 2006b).
Research in the field of urban climatology therefore pays
particular attention to the key area of collecting relevant
data needed for subsequent analysis.
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The development of space technology has enabled the use
of satellite images from the remote sensing of the Earth in
both the microwave and long-wave heat thermal parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum for the needs of climatological
and environmental research (Adams and Gillespie, 2006).
A systematic review of the possibilities of using remote
sensing data in urban climatology is presented by Weng and
Quattrochi (2007). For the study of spatial-temporal changes
in urban heat islands, thermal satellite images have been
used by climatologists in virtually all geographic regions
(Mesev, 1998; Nichol, 1998; Ozawa et al., 2004; Van, 2007;
Weng et al., 2004; Weng, 2009; Yamaguchi and Kato, 2007),
and recently also by Czech researchers (Dobrovolný, 2013;
Geletič and Vysoudil, 2012; Sedlák et al., 2010).
The absence of historical and recent meteorological
data from stationary measurements is a common problem
in urban climate studies. Therefore, in the second half
of the 20th century mobile measurements began to be
used systematically as a new method for obtaining
operational meteorological data. Schmidt and Peppler
may be considered as the founders of these methods,
according to Yoshino (1975). The key work in the field of
mobile measurements was presented by Sundborg (1950),
whose contribution ranks highly among the methods of
studying urban climate, i.e. mobile measurement using a
thermometer placed on an automobile. The pioneer of these
methods in Central Europe was undoubtedly the Czech
climatologist Quitt (1956, 1972).
Oke (1987) states that these methods allowed a better
definition and quantification of surface urban heat islands
(SUHI) and atmospheric urban heat islands (AUHI). Mobile
measurements also allowed UHI to be identified in smaller
agglomerations, regardless of their areal extent (Kopec, 1970).
They also made possible a detailed understanding of
important processes in urban spaces, especially the energy
balance (Terjung, 1970). The effectiveness of an integration
of multi-level measurement methods, including mobile ones,
and the use of different data sources (Hart and Sailor, 2009),
has also been demonstrated.
Studies based on mobile measurements are frequent in
Central Europe, as evidenced by the following examples.
Unger et al. (2001) identified the time of the most prominent
manifestation of the UHI in Debrecen (Hungary). The
structure of the urban heat island of Ljubljana (Slovenia)
was described by Jernej (2000). Mobile air temperature
measurements were used to study the links between the
fields of temperature, orography and type of active surface
in Krakow (Poland) and its outskirts (Bokwa, 2011). Mobile
measurement in a study of the influence of orography
and spatial structure on the urban climate of the city of
Košice and its surroundings (Slovakia) was employed by
Šťastný (1996). Similarly, Polčák and Soták (2002) studied
the climate of Banská Bystrica (Slovakia). In 2010–2012,
mobile measurements and stationary measurements also
took place simultaneously in the Czech Republic (Olomouc,
Brno), where, for example, they enabled the point of origin of
the potential climatic effects to be located (Vysoudil, 2010).
A similar study was published by Dobrovolný et al. (2012),
using the case of Brno (Czech Republic).
The lack of meteorological data from standard
measurements is to some extent compensated by
measurements from purpose-built networks of stations. The
organisational and financial demands on measurements in
purpose-built station networks often result in their being
operated for only a short time. In Central Europe, such
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short-term measurements have been realised, for example,
in Slovenia (Ljubljana), Austria (Graz), Poland (Krakow)
and Hungary (Debrecen). The long-term existence of station
networks suitable for the needs of urban climate studies is
rather rare. One example in Central Europe is the network of
urban stations in the Czech Republic (Vysoudil et al., 2012;
Dobrovolný et al., 2012).
In recent decades, dynamic computerisation, increasingly
sophisticated mathematical-physical and statistical methods,
digital equipment and measurement technologies, have all
contributed to the creation of numerical climate models
(Kusaka et al., 2001; Lemonsu et al., 2004; Mills, 1997).
Because of their increasing spatial resolution, they are
applicable even at the level of the meso-, local and micro-scales,
i.e. the spatial levels that are usual for the study of urban
climate (Baklanov and Nuterman, 2009). Even the majority
of the first 2D models from the period 1970–2000 enable city
heat islands to be determined in a reliable manner.
Recently these models have been refined and 3D models
are becoming standard. They are irreplaceable, especially
for the study of urban circulation resulting from the
complicated morphographies of urban relief (Bornstein
et al., 1993; Yoshikado, 1992) and their spatial structures
(Swaid, 1993). The most comprehensive models used in
UHI studies use 3D parameters including the shapes of
urban development, which allows the energy balance to
be studied in detail and separately for individual parts
of buildings both in relation to the actual active surface
(2D) or to the adjacent layers of the atmosphere (3D):
see Masson et al. (2002), Kusaka et al. (2001) and Souch
and Grimmond (2006). Simultaneously, empirical models
have been developed that are applicable for the study of
relationships between cities and their surroundings (e.g.
Haffner and Kidder, 1999).
Current models provide a tool for understanding the
mechanisms of the formation of urban and suburban
climates, including their mutual links, especially their
energetic relationships (Masson, 2006). When modelling the
urban climate in Central Europe, an often-used micro-scale
numerical model is ENVI-met, mesoscale model WRF, and
also 2D model MUKLIMO (Sievers and Zdunkowski, 1986),
or its 3D version MUKLIMO-3 (Sievers, 1990, 2014). Many
of today's models used layers or matrices for modelling. On
the scale of a city, their use may be problematic as a result
of the large spatial variability of the urban environment and
the factors that affect it. Boufidou et al. (2011) therefore
distinguish static factors (reflecting the nature and properties
of surfaces and objects) and dynamic ones (measured using
instruments). Both groups of factors and their role in the
formation of urban climates have been described in detail,
for example by Kay and Davies (2008) and Stewart and
Oke (2009a, 2009b). The majority of current models have
the capacity to be used in 3D modelling. A representative
survey of modelling processes in the atmosphere at the
meso-scale level (cities) is provided by Pielke (2013).
Currently, knowledge about radiation and energy balance
seems to be necessary to understand the temperature field
of cities and their surroundings. The findings on the energy
balance of the city and the spatial structure of the urban
atmosphere, as described by Oke (1987), are still applicable.
Oke defined the so-called "urban canopy layer – UCL" as the
ground layer of the atmosphere immediately above the active
surface, with its upper limit approximately at the height of
the roofs. Above the UCL, he defined the so-called "urban
boundary layer – UBL", creating the urban boundary layer
3
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of the atmosphere. In the field of the energy balance of a city,
Oke’s work has been developed by many other researchers
(e.g. Gleugh and Oke, 1986; Grimmond, 1992).
Following current views on the formation and nature of
the urban climate, it cannot be described only on the basis
of the values of measured elements. It must be observed in
the context of the character of the surrounding geographic
environment of the stations and specific local features.
In the last two decades, the description and classification
of urban climate has been based on the definition of
urban climate zones (UCZ), or local climate zones (LCZ).
The classification is based, among other things, on the
standardisation of meteorological stations in purposebuilt networks. One of the possible ways of standardising
stations according to the structure of the city around them
is the definition of LCZ elaborated by Stewart and Oke
(2009, 2012). The current classification of LCZ suggested
by Steward and Oke (2012) includes 10 classification
parameters, including values of geometric and surface cover
properties as values of thermal, radiative and metabolic
properties. This approach to urban climate classification
has been applied gradually in the (Central) European area
(e.g. Houet and Pigeon, 2011; Lehnert et al., 2014; Savić
et al., 2013; Unger et al., 2014).
Urban climatology includes application layers (urban
planning, urban design, urban environmental adaptation,
and others). The study of the impact of extreme weather
conditions on the health of urban populations is currently
very important, and not only in the context of global climate
changes. Probably the most frequent topic is the impact
of heatwaves, whose frequency has rapidly increased in
Europe since 1990 (Solomon et al., 2007). The relationship
between heat extremes and increased mortality of the urban
population, combined with the UHI effect, has been described
by many authors all over the world (inter alia: Gabriel and
Endlicher, 2011; Páldy et al., 2005; Smoyer et al., 2000). It
has gradually become clear that the risk group in connection
with extremely high temperatures is the urban population,
but on the contrary, that low temperatures represent an
increased danger for the rural population (Conlon et al., 2011;
Gómez-Acebo et al., 2010). The impacts of adverse weather
conditions on health may be amplified by socio-economic and
demographic factors (e.g. Hattis et al., 2012; Sheridan and
Dolney, 2003; Wu et al., 2010). These factors are associated
with increased mortality in urban populations at both the
global and local levels (Dessai, 2002; Karl and Knight, 1997;
Schär et al., 2004). Their manifestations and impacts in the
Czech Republic can be found, for example, in the work of
Huth et al. (2000), Kyselý and Dubrovský (2005), and Kyselý
and Kříž (2008).
In the sense of the activities of the IAUC (International
Association for Urban Climate), the current trends in urban
climatology include the following research topics: (i) climate
change mitigation and adaptation in urban environments;
(ii) transfer of urban knowledge to urban planners; (iii)
the study of urban climate; (iv) geospatial datasets; (v) new
observational and modelling techniques and methods to
study urban climates; (vi) bioclimatology and the public; (vii)
urban design that takes climate into consideration; (viii)
urban planning that takes climate into consideration; and
(ix) an interdisciplinary approach.
Contextualized by these topics, this Special Issue is also
related to the increased activities of Czech climatologists
in the topic of urban climatology, and in the context of
the research project: "Multilevel analysis of the urban and
4
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suburban climate taking medium-sized towns as an example"
(Reg. CZ 205/09/1297). This research project was developed
by means of an effectively close national collaboration
in research on urban climate, with the idea of supporting
international cooperation not only in the Central European
area but also beyond.
The Editors of MGR consider this monothematic
issue a contribution to the IX International Conference
on Urban Climate, Jointly with the XII Symposium on
the Urban Environment, held in July 2015 in Toulouse
(France). In a broader sense, this Special Issue of MGR
develops monothematic issues devoted to urban climate
published in recent years in Central Europe in Geographia
Polonica 2014, 87(4) and Geographica Pannonica 2013, 17(3).
When selecting articles, a preference was afforded to those
papers that addressed some of the major problems in modern
urban climatology.
In the first three articles, the authors represent more
strictly areas of research in climatology. In the first paper,
Petr Dobrovolný and Lukáš Krahula investigate the spatial
variability of air temperature and nocturnal urban heat
island intensity in the city of Brno, Czech Republic, with
respect to a number of factors such as altitude, quantity
of vegetation, density of buildings and the structure of the
transportation (road) system. The main information sources
consist of mobile air temperature measurements and a
relevant geographical database.
The second article presents a comparative case study of
air temperature in three major urban settlements in Italy,
Slovenia and Croatia, using 100-year trends, evaluated
by Darko Ogrin. Differences in trends between Ljubljana
(Slovenia) and Zagreb (Croatia) result in part from different
measurement histories, but the impact of urban climates is
also presented. The lowest air warming trends occur in the
maritime climate of Trieste (Italy), where measurements
were continuously performed in the densely built-up
section of the city.
In the third paper by Katja Vintar Mally and Matej Ogrin,
the data from two measuring campaigns throughout the city
of Ljubljana (Slovenia) during the summer of 2013 and the
winter of 2014, were used for an analysis of spatial variations
of NO2 concentrations. Since the main source of NO2 in
Ljubljana is road transport, three types of urban space
have been identified (urban background, open space along
roads, and street canyon), and their NO2 pollution levels
were measured using Palmes diffusive samplers at a total
of 108 measurement points. The results of both measuring
campaigns allowed a precise estimation of the pollution
levels of different types of urban space.
The subsequent four papers represent broader aspects of
climatological research in East Central Europe, with work
related to urban areas. The paper by Márton Kiss, Ágnes
Takács, Réka Pogácsás and Ágnes Gulyás presents the
problems of natural system responses to reducing pollution in
urban space. The effects of differences in tree management on
the chosen ecosystem services were investigated by comparing
two pairs of tree alleys in the town of Szeged (Hungary).
A contribution to the topic of social system responses to the
specific climate in urban space is presented in the article by
Hana Středová, Tomáš Středa and Tomáš Litschmann, which
deals with role of smart tools of urban climate evaluation for
smart spatial planning. Data over the period 2011–2014 were
collected, analyzed, and used for comparison and modelling
purposes. As commonly accepted, the use of standard climate
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information has a low priority for urban planners. Hence, the
authors calculated the HUMIDEX index, as information that
could be more understandable with respect to temperature
conditions for urban planners.
On a related topic, Dalibor Výberči, Marek Švec, Pavol
Faško, Henrieta Savinová, Milan Trizna and Eva Mičietová
explore heat-related human mortality for the total
population, as well as within selected population groups, in
Slovakia over the period 1996–2012, for the case of summer
heat events. This paper is one of the first of its kind focusing
on the given population and sub-groups in Slovakia.
The final paper in this Special Issue is by Lívia Labudová,
Pavol Faško and Gabriela Ivaňáková, who discuss some of
the larger-scale changes in different climatic regions for
the case of Slovakia. Most studies comparing recent climate
conditions to the past, use as the reference period the years
from 1961 to 1990. In this article, the authors to point out
the probable characteristics for the next reference period
from 1991 to 2020. Finally, changes in the climate regions in
Slovakia are analysed, comparing the spatial distributions in
both reference periods.
The articles presented in this Special Issue illustrate both
the theoretical and empirical aspects of urban spaces and
their specific climates. In summary, the global climate is
changing and this reality is reflected in the changes in urban
climates, which also contribute to global changes.
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